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Abstract- In this paper, simulation result and analysis of Ge on Si p-i-n photodetector with step-chirped Bragg grating is 
represented. Lumerical software with FDTD (Finite Difference Time Domain) solutions is used for simulation. Simulation 
performance is analyzed in terms of grating period, light absorption efficiency, and absorption length. Light absorption 
efficiency increment of12.21% at 1.55 μmwas achievedwith 12-μm long absorption length. 
 
Index Terms- Step Chirped Bragg Grating, Ge Photodetector, Light Absorption Efficiency, Silicon Photonics 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
For last few decades, big data applications like cloud 
computing and intelligent transportation system have 
attracted public attention. High speed optical data 
transmission technique is important for catching up 
the stream. In this point of view, silicon 
photonics-based devices have been researched 
intensively because the existing devices had 
limitationin performance caused by copper line. 
Among various silicon photonics-based devices, Ge 
on Si active devices has been considered as 
cutting-edge technique due to its high performance in 
terms of bandwidth, efficiency, and loss with low cost.  

Ge on Si photodetector has shown similar 
performance as III-V compound-based devices with 
lower cost, but it has some limitations. First of all, Si 
and Ge have 4.2% different lattice constant. This 
difference in lattice constant causes high surface 
roughness and a high density of threading dislocations. 
Some researches to alleviate this problem with various 
fabrication processes like optimized SiGe graded 
buffer layers [1], selective growth of Ge on Si [2],and 
tensile-strained Ge on Si [3], [4] have been reported. 
Among those fabrication processes, tensile-strained 
Ge on Si process can ease not only lattice mismatch 
problem but also increase light absorption coefficient 
over C-band (1530 to 1565 nm) due to bandgap shrink. 
Although strain- induced fabrication process can 
enhance light absorption efficiency of Ge over 
C-band, this method has seriously been limited by the 
quality of Ge crystal and defects of fabrication 
process. 

 
In 2012, Guoliang Li et al. introduced another 
approach to compensate poor light absorption 
efficiency of Ge over C-band which uses DBR 
(Distributed Bragg Reflector) [5]. This research 
representeda compensating method which is 
independent of fabrication process of material growth, 
as an alternative of wavelength-dependent 
improvement in light absorption. Expanding this 
concept, we show that the absorption efficiency could 

be further improved by growing step-chirped Bragg 
grating to Ge on Si p-i-n photodetector 
 
BASIC THEORY 
 

A. Waveguide-coupled p-i-n photodetector 
In coupling p-i-n photodetector to Si 
waveguide,thefollowing two ways could be 
chosen:one is named as evanescent coupling and the 
other butt coupling. Figure 1 shows the diagram of 
evanescent coupling and butt coupling. As shown in 
the figure, major difference between evanescent and 
butt coupling is light absorption direction. In case of 
evanescent coupling, light absorption direction is the 
same with height of the structure. In case of butt 
coupling, on the other hand, light absorption direction 
is the same with length of the structure.From this fact, 
thickness optimization is needed for evanescent 
coupling  

 

 
Figure 1Diagram of evanescent coupling (left) and butt coupling 

(right) 
 
becauselight absorption and propagation directions are 
not the same.Butt-coupled p-i-n structure is more 
preferred because it can be designed with less 
parameters to be considered.   

Light absorption efficiency of butt-coupled p-i-n 
structure is directly related with the length of the 
structure, especially named as absorption length. 
Longer absorption length guarantees bigger absorption 
efficiency but it also causes larger structure 
capacitance. This relationship can be written as 
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where C ,  , A , d , H , L , and W  are structure 
capacitance, dielectric constant of dielectric substance, 
area of electrode, distance between electrodes, height 
of structure, absorption length, and width of structure, 
respectively. Since the area of metal contact andthe 
height and length of p-i-n structure are in directly 
proportional to each otherfortypical cases, the 
relationship between RC time constant related 
bandwidth and structure capacitance can be written as 
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where

RCf , and R  are RC time constant-related 
bandwidth and structure resistance, respectively.Since 
structure capacitance limits RC timeconstant-related 
bandwidth, it should be small for high speed 
photodetector.  

B. Step-chirped Bragg Grating 
Bragg grating is a serial structure of two different 
materials. Those two different materials are located 
side by side with grating period  . When light 
isexcited to Bragg grating, some portion of the light 
which satisfies Bragg’s condition is reflected. Bragg’s 
condition can be written as 
 

,2  effB n                                           (3) 
 
where

B , and effn  are Bragg wavelength and effective 
refractive index of grating, respectively.  
Chirped Bragg grating is a kind of Bragg grating with 
some different grating periods. Since there are the 
same number of different Bragg wavelengths with the 
numberofdifferent grating periods, the reflected light 
has broaderwavelength spectrum than the basic Bragg 
grating. Since Light waves which have different 
wavelengths are traveling different distance in chirped 
Bragg grating, it is frequently used for dispersion 
compensating system. 
 
Step-chirped Bragg grating is a kind of chirped Bragg 
grating. Different grating periods of step-chirped 
grating are made by selecting a different grating period 
to eachdifferent part. Figure 2 shows the conceptual 
diagrams of basic Bragg grating and step-chirped 
Bragg grating. Designing step-chirped Bragg grating 
is relatively simpler than the common chirped Bragg 
grating because the refractive index of each part is 
increased withstep-index difference with its neighbor 
part. Since the wavelength range of the reflected light 
can easily be tuned by selecting grating periods of 
each part. Therefore, it is frequently used for 
dispersion compensation technique by using this 
characteristic.

 
Figure 2Conceptual diagram of basic Bragg grating (top) and 

step-chirped Bragg grating (bottom) 
 
SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS 
 
All simulations areconducted with FDTD solution 
from Lumerical. Simulated structure is designed as Ge 
on Si waveguide coupled p-i-n photodetector using 
basic 220 nm SOI platform. BOX (Buried Oxide) 
layer thickness is 2 μm. As shown in Figure 3, the 
p-i-n photodiode is butt-coupled to the rib waveguide. 
Grating is located on the opposite side of light source. 
The light wave which is not absorbed in bulk  
 

 
Figure 3 Perspective (left) and Y-Z (right) view of Ge on Si p-i-n 

photodetector with grating 
 
Ge (intrinsic region)can be reflected by grating. Some 
portion of reflected light can be absorbed while 
itpropagates intrinsic region once again.Light 
absorption efficiency is increased by this process. 
Intrinsic region width, height, p-type Ge width, and 
n-type Ge width are set as 1, 1.28, 0.1, and 0.1μm, 
respectively. Every Bragg grating used for simulation 
is made as a series structure of Si and SiO2 with 
specific grating periods. Total grating length is 
almostsame as 14μm for regular Bragg grating and 
step-chirped Bragg grating. Total length of grating 
structure is divided into9 parts for convenience. 
Allparts are filled with Bragg grating which has 
grating period of 310nm for regular Bragg grating 
case. Regular Bragg grating with 310 nm grating 
period reflects most of C-band wavelengths [5]. In 
case of step-chirped Bragg grating, a sequence of 
grating period ismodifiedto be310, 315, 320, 320, 325, 
325, 330, 330 and 330 nm serially. A function of 
Bragg grating’s reflectivity is given as tanh2 (SL) [6], 
where S and L are propagation constant and grating 
length, respectively. Repeated grating periods are used 
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for compounding reflectivity through making grating 
length longer. Figure 4 shows the mode profile of light 
source which is used for simulation. As shown in the 
figure, total intensity of electric field is illustrated with 
different colors according to its relative amount. Light 
source is located in middle of the rib waveguide and 
emits the fundamental TE mode light.Lightabsorption 
efficiency monitor calculates lightabsorption 
efficiency of intrinsic region with thenormalized 
source 

 
Figure 4 Mode profile of light source (fundamental TE mode) 

 
power.Therefore, power differenceof the emitted 
light according to wavelengthis not quite important in 
eachsimulation.  
Figure 5 shows the light absorption efficiencies 

among the structures that has regular, step-chirped 
Bragg grating, and without gratingat the wavelength of 
1.55 μm. As shown in the figure, the light absorption 
efficiency was increased in two different grating cases 
as expected. The performance 

 
Figure 5 Light absorption efficienciesas a function ofabsorption 

lengthatwavelength of 1.55μm in each case (without grating, 
regular grating, and step-chirped Bragg grating) 

 
improvementswere almost the same at 1.55 μm. Light 
absorption efficiency increased until the length 
reaches 12 μm. On the other hand, light absorption 
forboth grating cases was increased further by 50% 
over 10 μm. This efficiency corresponds to that of the 
structure without grating over 12 μm. This means that 
the structure with grating could be modulatedup to 1.2 

times the modulation bandwidth of without grating 
due to the smaller capacitance.  
In order to investigate the available wavelength range 
over C-band for both gratings, the absorption 
efficiencywas simulatedas a function of wavelength.In 
simulation, 10-μm long structurewas used 
corresponding to the 50% increment in the absorption 
efficiency. Figure 6 shows the light absorption 
efficiency of two different grating types over C-band 
wavelength range. The efficiency of step-chirped case 
was smaller than that of the regular one 

 
Figure 6 Light absorption efficiencyas a function of wavelength 
for 10-μm long absorption length with regular Bragg grating or 

step-chirped Bragg grating 
 
up to the first 7 nm in C-band wavelengths. However, 
the step-chirped case showed higher light absorption 
efficiency over the entire C-band, showing smaller 
fluctuation. It means that the structure with 
step-chirped Bragg grating will be more adequate to 
the wavelengthdivisionmultiplexing (WDM) 
application. Average absorption efficiencies for each 
case are 55.18 and 55.50 %, respectively. Absorption 
efficiency of regular grating case was fluctuated from 
-3.04 to 2.70 %. On the other hand, the fluctuation was 
reducedto -0.91 to 1.54 % in step-chirped grating case.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, simulation results onthe absorption 
efficiency forGe on Si p-i-n photodetector with 
step-chirped Bragg grating were represented in terms 
of grating period, light absorption efficiency, and 
absorption length. As a result, the proposed 
step-chirped Bragg grating showed better 
efficiencyover C-band wavelengths,compared to the 
regular Bragg grating.As expected, the step-chirped 
Bragg grating had wide operable wavelength range 
compared to that of the regular Bragg grating. In other 
words, the structure with step-chirped Bragg grating 
could be more suitable for C-band WDM system. 
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